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Campbell Biology, 12th Edition, delivers an authoritative, accurate, current, 
and pedagogically innovative experience that helps students make connections 
so they learn and understand biology. This edition presents new, engaging visual 
and digital resources that meet demonstrated student needs.

Setting the Standard for Excellence, 
Accuracy, and Innovation
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A New Visual Experience for  
Every Chapter

NEW! Chapter Openers introduce each chapter and feature a question 
answered with a clear, simple image to help students visualize and remember 
concepts as they move through each chapter. Each opener includes a Study 
Tip and highlights of interactive media in Mastering Biology.

NEW! A Visual 
Overview helps 
students start with the 
big picture.
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  v

NEW! A Study Tip 
provides an activity for 
students to help them 
organize and learn 
the information in the 
chapter.

NEW! Key 
Mastering 
Biology resources 
are highlighted 
for students and 
instructors.
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Pearson eText for Campbell Biology: 

BioFlix Animation   Mechanics of breathing

Expanding the thoracic cavity during inhalation involves the 
animal’s rib muscles and the diaphragm     , a sheet of skeletal 
muscle that forms the bottom wall of the cavity. Contracting the rib

i

EXPANDED! 500 
embedded Videos 
& Animations help 
students visualize complex 
biology topics. These 
include: new HHMI 
BioInteractive Videos and 
Animations, new Figure 
Walkthroughs, BioFlix® 3-D 
Animations, Galápagos 
Videos by Peter and 
Rosemary Grant, and more.
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A Whole New Reading Experience 

NEW! The Pearson eText is a simple-to-use, mobile-optimized, personalized reading experience. It allows 
students to easily highlight, take notes, and review vocabulary all in one place—even when offline. Pearson 
eText for Campbell Biology also includes Get Ready for This Chapter Questions, Practice Tests, 
Figure Walkthroughs, and 500 videos and animations.

The Pearson eText app is 
available for download in the 
app store for approved devices.
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Bringing Innovative Art to Life

NEW! An expanded collection of Figure Walkthroughs guide students through key figures with 
narrated explanations and figure mark-ups that reinforce important points. These are embedded in the 
eText and available for assignment in Mastering Biology.
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Gi ving Students the Tools They Need 
to Succeed

NEW! Science in the Classroom 
presents annotated journal articles 
from the American Association 
for the Advancement of Science 
(AAAS) and makes reading and 
understanding primary literature 
easier for students. The articles 
include assessments in Mastering 
Biology, allowing instructors to assign 
the journal articles.

35.  On these diagrams of plant and animal cells, label each organelle and give a brief 
statement of its function. 

Concept 6.6 The cytoskeleton is a network of fibers that organizes structures and activities in the cell

36.  What is the cytoskeleton?

37.  What are the three roles of the cytoskeleton?

38.  There are three main types of fibers that make up the cytoskeleton. Name them.

39.  Microtubules are hollow rods made of a globular protein called tubulin. Each tubulin   
 protein is a dimer made of two subunits. These are easily assembled and disassembled.   
 What are four functions of microtubules?  

NEW! Active 
Reading Guides 
support students in 
actively reading their 
biology text. Students 
can download the 
worksheets from 
the Study Area in 
Mastering Biology.
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Make Connections Across Multiple 
Concepts

Make Connections Figures pull together content from different chapters,  
providing a visual representation of “big picture” relationships.
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The transport of ions across the plasma membrane of a 
cell is a fundamental activity of all animals, and indeed 
of all living things. By generating ion gradients, ion 
transport provides the potential energy that powers 
processes ranging from an organism’s regulation of 
salts and gases in internal fluids to its perception of 
and locomotion through its environment.

In marine bony fishes, ion 
gradients drive secretion of salt 
(NaCl), a process essential to avoid 
dehydration. Within gills, the pumps, 
cotransporters, and channels of specialized chloride cells function 
together to drive salt from the blood across the gill epithelium and 
into the surrounding salt water. (See Figure 44.3.)

Ion gradients provide the basis for the opening of  a plant stoma 
by surrounding guard cells. Active transport of H+ out of a guard 
cell generates a voltage (membrane potential) that drives inward 
movement of K+. This uptake of K+ by guard cells triggers an 
osmotic influx of water that changes cell shape, bowing 
the guard cells outward and thereby opening the stoma. (See 
Concept 36.4.)

In neurons, transmission of information as nerve impulses is 
made possible by the opening and closing of channels selective 
for sodium or other ions. These signals enable nervous systems to 
receive and process input and to direct appropriate output, such 
as this leap of a frog capturing prey. (See Concept 48.3 and 
Concept 50.5.)

A gradient of H+  powers the bacterial flagellum. An electron 
transport chain generates this gradient, establishing a higher 
concentration of H+ outside the bacterial cell. Protons reentering 
the cell provide a force that causes the flagellar motor to rotate. 
The rotating motor turns the curved hook, causing the attached 
filament to propel the cell. (See Concept 9.4 and Figure 27.7.)

NEURON
Na+

Na+

Channel
open

Channel
closed

Osmoregulation

Information Processing

Gas Exchange

Locomotion

Ion Movement and Gradients

. Figure 44.17

MAKE CONNECTIONS 

 Mastering Biology BioFlix® Animation: Membrane Transport

Explain why the set of forces driving ion movement across the 
plasma membrane of a cell is described as an electrochemical 
(electrical and chemical) gradient (see Concept 7.4).

MAKE CONNECTIONS 

 CHAPTER 44  Osmoregulation and Excretion 993
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Make Connections 
Questions in every chapter ask 
students to relate content to material 
presented earlier in the course.

Make Connections 
Tutorials connect content 
from two different chapters 
using art from the book. Make 
Connections Tutorials are 
assignable and automatically 
graded in Mastering Biology and 
include answer-specific feedback 
for students.

CONCEPT CHECK 24.2

1. Summarize key di�erences between allopatric and sympatric 
speciation. Which type of speciation is more common, and why?

2. Describe two mechanisms that can decrease gene flow in 
sympatric populations, thereby making sympatric speciation 
more likely to occur.

3. WHAT IF? Is allopatric speciation more likely to occur on an 
island close to a mainland or on a more isolated island of 
the same size? Explain your prediction.

4. MAKE CONNECTIONS Review the process of meiosis in 
Figure 13.8. Describe how an error during meiosis could lead 
to polyploidy.

For suggested answers, see Appendix A.
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Develop Scientific Skills

Scientific Skills Exercises in 
every chapter of the text use real 
data to build key skills needed for 
biology, including data analysis, 
graphing, experimental design, and 
math skills. Each exercise is also 
available as an automatically graded 
assignment in Mastering Biology 
with answer-specific feedback for 
students.

Problem-Solving 
Exercises guide students in 
applying scientific skills and 
interpreting real data in the 
context of solving a real-world 
problem. A version of each 
Problem-Solving Exercise can 
also be assigned in Mastering 
Biology.

In this exercise, you will investigate whether amphibians can acquire resistance to the 
fungal pathogen Bd.

Your Approach The principle guiding your investigation is that prior exposure 
to a pathogen can enable amphibians to acquire immunological resistance to that 
pathogen. To see whether this occurs after exposure to Bd, you will analyze data on 
acquired resistance in Cuban tree frogs (Osteopilus septentrionalis).

Your Data To create variation in number of prior exposures to Bd, Cuban tree frogs 
were exposed to Bd and cleared of their infection (using heat treatments) from zero 
to three times; frogs with no prior exposures are referred to as “naive.” Researchers 
then exposed frogs to Bd and measured mean abundance of Bd on the frog’s skin, 
frog survival, and abundance of lymphocytes (a type of white blood cell involved in 
the vertebrate immune response).

   Instructors: A version of this Problem-Solving  
Exercise can be assigned in Mastering Biology.

PROBLEM-SOLVING EXERCISE

Can declining amphibian 

populations be saved by  

a vaccine?

Amphibian populations are declining rapidly 

worldwide. The fungus Batrachochytrium 

dendrobatidis (Bd) has contributed to this 

decline: This pathogen causes severe skin 

infections in many amphibian species, leading 

to massive die-o�s. E�orts to save amphibians 

from Bd have had limited success, and 

there is little evidence that frogs and other 

amphibians have acquired resistance to Bd on 

their own.

Yellow-legged frogs (Rana muscosa) in 

California killed by Bd infection
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Your Analysis
1. Describe and interpret the results shown in the figure.
2. (a) Graph the data in the table. (b) Based on these data, develop a hypothesis 

that explains the results discussed in question 1.

3. Breeding populations of amphibian species threatened by Bd have been estab-
lished in captivity. In addition, evidence suggests that Cuban tree frogs can  
acquire resistance after exposure to dead Bd. Based on this information and 
your answers to questions 1 and 2, suggest a strategy for repopulating regions 
decimated by Bd.
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Innovation in Assessment

Dynamic Study Modules use the latest 
developments in cognitive science to help students study 
by adapting to their performance in real time. Students 
build confidence and understanding, enabling them to 
participate and perform better, both in and out of class. 
Available on smartphones, tablets, and computers.

Incorrect; Try Again
You labeled 2 of 7 targets incorrectly. You have labeled target (a) incorrectly. Notice that this organelle 
has a smooth membrane. It is involved in building macromolecules, but not proteins.

Incorrect; Try Again
You labeled 2 of 7 targets incorrectly. You have labeled target (a) incorrectly. Notice that this organelle 
has a smooth membrane. It is involved in building macromolecules, but not proteins.

Wrong-Answer Feedback Using data gathered 
from all of the students using the program, Mastering 
Biology offers wrong-answer feedback that is 
specific to each student. Rather than simply providing 
feedback of the “right/wrong/try again” variety, 
Mastering Biology guides students toward the correct 
final answer without giving the answer away.

UPDATED! Test Bank questions have been 
analyzed and revised with student success in mind. 
Revisions account for how students read, analyze, and 
engage with the content.

“I wouldn’t have passed my class 
without Mastering Biology. The 
feedback doesn’t just tell me I’m 
wrong, it gave me a paragraph of 
feedback on why I was wrong and 
how I could better understand it.”

—Student, University of Texas at 
Arlington
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Innovation in Instructor Resources

AC C
TG G

Ready-to-Go
Teaching Modules

Campbell Biology, Twelfth Edition

Ready-to-Go Teaching Modules 
provide instructors with easy-to-use 
teaching tools for the toughest topics 
in General Biology.

Assign ready-made 
activities and
assignments for
before, during,
and after class.

Incorporate active
learning with 
class-tested
resources from 
biology instructors.

Take full advantage of 
Mastering Biology and 
Learning CatalyticsTM, 
the powerful “bring 
your own device”
student assessment 
system.

DURING
CLASS

AFTER
CLASS

BEFORE
CLASS

The Light
Reactions

CONCEPT 10.3

Meiosis

CONCEPT 13.3

Mitosis

CONCEPT 12.2

Oxidative
Phosphorylation

CONCEPT 9.4

Mechanisms of
Evolution

CONCEPT 23.3

NEW!

DNA
Replication

CONCEPT 16.2

The trp and lac 
Operons

CONCEPT 18.1

NEW!

Phylogenetic
Trees

CONCEPT 26.3

Resting and 
Action Potentials

CONCEPT 48.3

Transport in
Plants

CONCEPT 36.2

The Human
Digestive System

CONCEPT 41.3

NEW!

Cardiac Cycle and
Heart Function

CONCEPT 42.2

NEW!

Trophic
Relationships

CONCEPT 55.3

Interpreting Data
on Introduced 

Species
CONCEPT 56.1

NEW!

Gene Expression:
Mutations

CONCEPT 17.5

NEW! 5 new Ready-to-Go Teaching Modules expand the number of modules to 15. These 
instructor resources are designed to make use of teaching tools before, during, and after class, including 
new ideas for in-class activities. The modules incorporate the best that the text, Mastering Biology, 
and Learning Catalytics have to offer and can be accessed through the Instructor Resources area of 
Mastering Biology.

NEW! Early Alerts 
in Mastering Biology 
help instructors know 
when students may 
be struggling in the 
course. This insight 
enables instructors to 
provide personalized 
communication and 
support at the moment 
students need it so 
they can stay—and 
succeed—in the course.
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